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Writing Project 2-Draft 1 

Buffalo Wings and a Big Lead  

 I walked up to one of the top ten fastest growing restaurant chains in the country, Buffalo 

Wild Wings, with an eager expression on my face. Just the thought of juicy Honey Barbeque 

wings, wedged fries, a Diet Coke, and the Packers; I knew I would be leaving satisfied. The 

cement ground that led up to the glass front doors was worn with rust from rainy days and 

restless sports fans running in to watch their team come out with a victory. The outside of the 

building was flushed with dark glass windows, curtains drawn from the beautifully bright fall 

sun, and a recognizable yellow sign, with a buffalo on it, buzzing with light speaking to those 

who were hungry for wings and football. To the right of the door was a blinking open sign, 

welcoming to anyone who was hungry for some sports entertainment.  

As I walked into the door, I was overwhelmed by the hustle and bustle of the place. TVs 

screaming everywhere I turned, servers dressed in all black running to greet a table that has been 

already waiting for 13 minutes, green Packer and blue Brewer jerseys filled the seats, and a range 

of people anxiously waiting for the two big games to begin. Not to mention the waft of wings 

that filled my nostrils immediately, it was enough to make you hungry after thanksgiving dinner. 

If I hadn’t know I was entering a sports bar, I wouldn’t have been surprised to be entering a 

much classier version of Camp Randall Stadium.    

 I walked past what was considered the dining room, filled with light wooden chairs and 

comfy booths, and made my way to the bar. Filled with high top tables, and loud, excited sports 

fans dressed in their team’s attire. I grabbed a seat in the middle of it all and wondered why I was 

so excited to be here. As I looked around, Gabe Carimi’s high school, college, and professional 

jerseys hung from the wall, football helmets from the two high school teams down the road lay 
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next to each other, and in-between the dozens of TVs were advertisements to drink the best 

tasting beer. It was so loud I could hardly talk, and it smelled of Buffalo wings and French fries. 

Minus the un-walk-able drunk college students, there were adults relaxing from a tough weeks 

worth of work, surrounded by a group of friends dressed just as ridiculous as them. From extra 

large Aaron Rodgers jerseys, green sparkly football necklaces, Packer Crocks, and Green Bay 

Pajama pants, the table alone could hold the spirit for the whole restaurant.  

 Looking around the restaurant there were about a dozen large projector screens, and 20 

smaller flat screens. Just based on the technology, it was all about the multiple games that could 

be played at one time, an the count was at about 10. There was enough Television space to 

accommodate the Brewers, Packers, and some golf and not-so-important baseball games too. Not 

to mention the trivia game that took up about half a dozen TVs. As the restaurant it self says, 

“We are a fun, edgy, high-energy and easygoing restaurant-much like the personalities of our 

guests” (BWW). The restaurant is catered to the needs of the customers, and that is exactly what 

they are reflecting. As restaurants are loved for what restaurants serve, which is food, like BWW 

famous sauce and wraps, but Jennifer Gish says in her article about sports bars, these kinds of 

restaurants are “trying to satisfy the appetite of sports fans with more than wings and beer” (Gish 

1). Food is a very important part of restaurants in general, but adding TV screens has started to 

play a more important role, as the sports games have become the main focus. The atmosphere 

has changed, and this new type of stadium-like feel is starting to become very popular among 

avid sports fans. 

 It really is this stadium-like atmosphere that is attractive to people around the area that 

don’t have a ticket to the biggest game. Maybe you just want to sit back and kick it with your 

friends? Or you want to dress as crazy as you would going to a real Packer game, but didn’t want 
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to feel out of place at a much more traditional restaurant? Buffalo Wild Wings, or “Bdubs” as it 

is commonly called says that “you can always feel comfortable pulling some tables together with 

your friends and staying as long as you like” (BWW). This relaxed and welcoming atmosphere 

has done wonders with multiple sports fans around the area. Jessica Peterson agrees, about her 

experience at Buffalo Wild Wings, “The atmosphere is awesome, it reminds me of being at the 

stadium in the front row, but without the lines and crowds of an actual game. The food is much 

cheaper and better, too. I like being able to sit the whole game and be waited on. It’s that added 

bonus I look for” (Peterson). To some fans, the game is what is most important. They don’t enjoy 

the experience of being trampled over just to find their seat, paying 12 dollars for a soda without 

a lid and a bland hotdog, not to mention the sticky hands you have after your done. It’s just not 

appealing to some people, and this alternative is just at great, maybe even better.  

 As the Packer game began, and the Brewer game soon after that, the place became even 

more packed and crowded with groups of fans coming in at the last minute to see their team play. 

The place was split into very defined groups, which was most likely a result of the arrangement 

of tables, but I couldn’t help but notice how the largest groups were the loudest and most 

rambunctious. Next to me, there was a group of middle-aged men and women, who were here to 

see the two teams play. They were all dressed in semi-packer attire, polo here, and a sweatshirt 

there, nowhere near the quality of the first group I came upon. People are more comfortable 

sitting with those who they know and would consider being apart of their “group.” No one thinks 

that going to a Badger game, sitting by yourself and screaming at the top of your lungs is the 

most comfortable thing to do, nor would any normal person try to attempt it. Identifying with a 

group that has a common interest is a large part of your self-esteem and thus, whom you identify 

your self with. Like Beth Dietz-Uhler says in her compelling study, Examining Fan Reactions to 
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Game Outcomes: A Longitudinal Study of Social Identity, “People gain a sense of who they are 

and derive much of their esteem from their memberships in these social groups and categories.” 

Although I don’t personally know every Packer fan in the history of the United States, we all 

would consider ourselves apart of a group, and we will support each other because we all have a 

common interest in the team.  Not only does it give groups a comfort in knowing they have 

support and an identity, the atmosphere feels like family.  

 The goal of these restaurants is to make you feel comfortable and relaxed, as if you were 

watching the game at home. Like Buffalo Wild Wings says on their website, there mission is to 

“wow people every day” by being “Guest Driven, Team Focused, and Community-Connected” 

(BWW). There is nothing like the feeling of being apart of a group. It gives you a sense of 

comfort knowing that no one will accuse you of not being a supporter, or give you crap for being 

a packer fan.  The Packers scored a few minutes later, and the restaurant erupted like an 

earthquake had just struck the town. From fans high-fiving each other, to one man with both 

hands straight up in the air like he just won a million dollars, to loud whistles coming from every 

direction. It was like sitting in the middle of the student section at a Badger game high-fiving a 

neighbor, even if they will never see them again, because everyone one is equally excited. 

Agreeing with this “Community” driven atmosphere is the author of the article Screen Play: 

Sports bar’s multiple TVs, camaraderie score big with the fans, Jennifer Gish, “Fans flock there 

for the view and the camaraderie, jumping up from their tables to high-five strangers after a big 

play” (Gish). This stranger interaction really allows people to interact with different people at the 

same level, that wouldn’t have happened if it weren’t for this restaurant community. 

 A restaurant full of sports fans is a great opportunity to get to know people around you 

because you already have something in common. Some people use this opportunity as a tool to 
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expand more than just a congratulatory gesture. In my interview with Robert Stevenson, he 

described to me a story where he was sitting at the bar next to a stranger and he struck up a 

conversation with the man, “We had been talking a while about the new restaurant we were in 

and its owners. My nephew’s buddies own the place and he knew the band that my nephew was 

in. He had managed it for a while and knew my nephew, Justin, pretty well.” Robert went on to 

tell me that this man knew one of his cousins. This man, who was from the small town of 

Altoona, was a police officer there for a multiple years, and knew the couple. He described to me 

that who would have thought I would have had this weird line of connection with this random 

guy, but because he started talking to him he expanded his network of people. Robert then gave 

him his business card and told him he was a relator. In the business world, getting your name out 

there and extending your “network” is one of the most basic steps to success. Who would have 

thought that a simple conversation with a man sitting at the bar next to you on a Brewer Saturday 

could lead to a big sale in the future for Robert? 

 This aspect of getting to know strangers can be intimidating for a lot of people but getting 

yourself out there could be the difference between a big break at work, and just someone you met 

at some sports bar. Networking is a key part in every profession. According to Jamie Marsh-

Finco here at the Business school at UW-Madison, networking is “The cultivation of productive 

relationships for employment, business and personal reasons” (Marsh-Finco). The way a person 

gets this “cultivation of productive relationships” is using every resource that is available to 

them, and taking advantage of those opportunities. Like Robert did, he extended his name by 

giving this man his business card and opening the door to what could be a big lead. Robert 

mentioned to me, “I carry my business cards with me everywhere, I have them in my wallet. You 

never know when someone is looking for a house or selling their own, and I want to be the one 
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who sells it for them” (Stevenson).  

 The stadium-like atmosphere of sports restaurants, like Bdubs, are attracting more and 

more people as they give fans the experience of being at the stadium and alleviating them of the 

lines and sticky soda hands. The environment is much like a community and is so relaxed that 

people are table-hopping as they celebrate the team they are supporting, just like they would at 

home. Meeting new people, and interacting with strangers is at everyone’s advantage as it can 

offer opportunities to not only meet a new friend, or another Packer fan, but a potential new boss 

as well. Who knew that going to watch a football game could lead a person to their next place of 

employment?  
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Writing Project 2-Final Draft 

The Community Found in a Sports Bar 

 I walked up to one of the top ten fastest growing restaurant chains in the country, Buffalo 

Wild Wings, with an eager expression on my face. Just the thought of juicy Honey Barbeque 

wings, wedged fries, a Diet Coke, and the Packers; I knew I would be leaving satisfied. The 

cement ground that led up to the glass front doors was worn with rust from rainy days and 

restless sports fans running in to watch their team come out with a victory. The outside of the 

building was flushed with dark glass windows, curtains drawn from the beautifully bright fall 

sun, and a recognizable yellow sign, with a buffalo on it, buzzing with light speaking to those 

who were hungry for wings and football. To the right of the door was a blinking open sign, 

welcoming to anyone who was hungry for some sports entertainment.  

 This famous restaurant didn’t just appear out of nowhere, though, its story is about as 

unique as its chicken wings. Sitting in the town of Kent, Ohio, Jim Disbrow and Scott Lowery 

were hungry for chicken wings. Coming from the New York style wings after living in Buffalo, 

NY for some time, the two founders decided to fill their craving with the restaurant Buffalo Wild 

Wings and Weck. Now, just Buffalo Wild Wings, the restaurant is famous for its mouth-watering 

wings, and what I have found to be the most interesting, its sports loving community. (BWW) 

As I walked into the door, I was overwhelmed by the hustle and bustle of the place. TVs 

screaming everywhere I turned, servers dressed in all black running to greet a table that has been 

already waiting for 13 minutes, clumps of green Packer and blue Brewer jerseys filled the seats, 

and a range of people anxiously waiting for the next big game to begin. If I hadn’t know I was 

entering a sports bar, I wouldn’t have been surprised to be entering a much classier version of 

Camp Randall Stadium.    
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 I walked past what was considered the dining room, filled with light wooden chairs and 

comfy booths, and made my way to the bar. Filled with high top tables, and loud, excited sports 

fans, along side a tight group of friends, dressed in their team’s attire. I passed a large table full 

of grown adults all decked out and ready for the game, from extra large Aaron Rodgers jerseys, 

green sparkly football necklaces, Packer Crocks, and Green Bay Pajama pants, this one table 

alone could hold the spirit for the whole restaurant. Not surprisingly, the group accompanied 

what the restaurant itself likes to promote, “We are a fun, edgy, high-energy and easygoing 

restaurant-much like the personalities of our guests” (BWW). I grabbed a seat in the middle of it 

all and immediately felt like a part of this “team.” As I looked around, there was evidence of a 

community coming together throughout the restaurant: Gabe Carimi’s high school, college, and 

professional jerseys hung from the wall, football helmets from the two high school teams down 

the road lay next to each other, and in-between the dozens of advertisements to drink the best 

tasting beer, were Badger, Packer, and Brewer logos and famous jerseys. The conversations 

around me melted into a sea of sound that was the perfect combination to sit and be engaged a 

sports game along with my closest friends. Minus the un-walk-able drunk college students at 

Camp Randall, the adults were relaxing from a tough weeks worth of work, filled with laughter, 

drinks, and football. However, this community of people alone wasn’t the only thing that 

satisfied these sports crazy fans.  

 Looking around the restaurant there were about a half dozen large projector screens, and 

25 smaller flat screens. Just based on the technology, it was all about the multiple games that 

could be played at one time, and the count at the moment was at about 10 different games. There 

was enough Television space to accommodate the Brewers, Packers, Badgers, and some golf and 

not-so-important baseball games too. Not to mention the trivia game that took up about half a 
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dozen TVs as well. The restaurant is catered to the needs of the customers, and that is exactly 

what they are reflecting. As restaurants are normally loved for what restaurants serve, like 

Buffalo Wild Wings famous sauces and wraps; Jennifer Gish says in her article about sports bars, 

these kinds of restaurants are “trying to satisfy the appetite of sports fans with more than wings 

and beer” (Gish). Food is a very important part of ordinary restaurants in general, but adding TV 

screens has started to play a more important role, as the sports games and team community have 

become the main focus. The bar has a stadium-like, team-community, high-five-a-stranger feel to 

it, which I have found hard to get anywhere else, but a stadium or a sports bar.  

 This stadium-like atmosphere that is attractive to people around the area that don’t have a 

ticket to the biggest game, is their strange fix. Why are these people choosing to come to the 

restaurant and watch a game rather then watching it in the comfort of their own home? Buffalo 

Wild Wings, or “Bdubs” as it is commonly called says, “you can always feel comfortable pulling 

some tables together with your friends and staying as long as you like” (BWW). This relaxed and 

welcoming atmosphere has done wonders with multiple sports fans around the area, that just 

want to come in and hang out with strangers who share a common interest in sports. Jessica 

Peterson agrees, and tells me about her experience at Buffalo Wild Wings in our interview, “The 

atmosphere is awesome, it reminds me of being at the stadium in the front row, but without the 

lines and crowds of an actual game. When a team scores here, everyone is screaming and it gets 

really loud. When I’m at home, it’s just my mom screaming. The food is much cheaper and 

better, too. I like being able to sit the whole game and be waited on. It’s that added bonus I look 

for” (Peterson). Jessica chooses to come here based mostly on how the atmosphere is more 

exciting compared to at home. Her home life lacks the communal and celebratory excitement 

that she enjoys most, so she prefers to spend her time at a sports bar.  
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 Some people, I discovered, come to Bdubs solely for the atmosphere and community 

environment, not necessarily the sports games. My interview with Nancy Lee supports this 

interesting phenomenon that many people are starting to adopt. She said she loves coming to 

Buffalo Wild Wings with her girlfriends who she only sees a couple times a year. “Its nice to 

have the background noise, I can laugh as loud as I want with them without feeling like were 

being too loud” (Lee). She also mentioned to me how she liked the “bar” atmosphere because 

everyone feels like a friend. Nancy mentioned she liked to “joke, flirt, and give people a hard 

time” while her and her girlfriends caught up on their personal lives. These women are choosing 

to come here, versus hosting a fun night at home because the atmosphere and openness makes a 

difference. The Buffalo Wild Wings community allowed them to be as crazy as they wanted on 

such a memorable nigh and they fit right in.  

 As the Packer, Badger, and Brewer games begin, the place becomes even more packed 

and crowded with groups of fans coming in at the last minute to see their team play. The 

community of tables in the bar was split into very defined groups, which was most likely a result 

of the arrangement, but I couldn’t help but notice how the largest groups were the loudest and 

most rambunctious. Next to me, there was a group of middle-aged men and women, who were 

here to see the two teams play. They were all dressed in semi-packer attire, polo here, and a 

sweatshirt there, nowhere near the quality of the first group I came upon. People are more 

comfortable sitting with those who they know and would consider being apart of their “group.” 

No one thinks that going to a Badger game, sitting by yourself and screaming at the top of your 

lungs is the most comfortable thing to do, nor would any normal person try to attempt it. It’s the 

fans your with and the community build around you. Identifying with a group that has a common 

interest is a large part of your self-esteem and thus, whom you identify your self with. Like Beth 
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Dietz-Uhler says in her compelling study, Examining Fan Reactions to Game Outcomes: A 

Longitudinal Study of Social Identity, “People gain a sense of who they are and derive much of 

their esteem from their memberships in these social groups and categories” (Dietz-Uhler). 

Although I don’t personally know every Packer fan in the history of the United States, we all 

would consider ourselves apart of a group or family, and we will support each other because we 

all have a common interest in the team. Not only does it give groups a comfort in knowing they 

have support and an identity, the camaraderie of the atmosphere adds to the community driven 

goal of a sports restaurant like Buffalo Wild Wings.   

 The goal of this restaurant is to make you feel comfortable and relaxed, as if you were 

watching the game at home. Like Buffalo Wild Wings says on their website, there mission is to 

“wow people every day” by being “Guest Driven, Team Focused, and Community-Connected” 

(BWW). Being apart of this “Buffalo Wild Wings community” gives you a sense of comfort 

knowing that no one will accuse you of not being a supporter, or give you crap for being a packer 

fan. Everyone at the restaurant at a specific time is apart of the current community, as it grows 

and shrinks with new members arriving and leaving continuously.  

When any popular team scores, the restaurant erupts like an earthquake has just struck the 

town. From fans high-fiving each other, to one man with both hands straight up in the air like he 

just won a million dollars, to loud whistles coming from every direction. I observed at one 

Buffalo Wild Wings location, after every Packer touchdown, a raffle ticket was drawn for a 

Green Bay beer pong table, built in with light up cup holders. As the winner was announced, that 

particular table would erupt in cheers and high-fives as the lucky winner got even more 

congratulatory gestures from strangers as he made his way to claim the prize. Another location, 

grabs customers from the crowd and does pushups for the number of points the Badgers have. 
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Just like Bucky after every touchdown in the stadium, the crowd shouted along as the 

participants completed each push-up, each round getting a little bit more intense, and requiring 

more customer support. Agreeing with this “fellowship” driven atmosphere is the author of the 

article Screen Play: Sports bar’s multiple TVs, camaraderie score big with the fans, Jennifer 

Gish, “Fans flock there for the view and the camaraderie, jumping up from their tables to high-

five strangers after a big play” (Gish). This stranger interaction really allows fans to interact with 

different people at the same level, that wouldn’t have happened if it weren’t for this restaurant 

community. Finding this type of camaraderie at home is most definitely rare, so these crazy 

sports fans have started to migrate into sports bars.  

 There are avid sports fans, however, that opt to the more expected way of watching the 

biggest game when they don’t have the ticket. In my personal interview with Ruth Ellestad, she 

described to me a much more realistic story of how some people choose to watch the big game. 

“My grandma hates sports bars. She watches big games at her house, by herself. My mom and 

aunt talk too much and are too loud, when she wants to actually focus on the game, so she does 

so alone” (Ellestad). Ruth also commented on how her Grandma really enjoyed the Badger band 

and would turn up the TV when the Badgers scored so she could hear the music. Just speaking 

generally, if a person doesn’t have a ticket to their favorite teams game, they will watch it on TV 

from home, because that is where they are most comfortable. No need to dress up and spend lots 

of money just to watch a game. Christi Ravenberg, though, would disagree with Ruth’s 

Grandma’s preference, in her article Nothing but net profit: Restaurants can win big by actively 

courting sports fans as she says, “Sure, I have a brand new high-definition TV and I can make a 

mean guacamole, so hosting a tailgate at my apartment is always an option. But there’s 

something about that sense of community with fellow fans that is impossible to duplicate at 
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home” (Ravenberg). There are definitely fun ways to entertain a group of friends at home, in a 

“stadium-like” atmosphere, but Ravenberg agrees that these fellow sports fans choosing to come 

to the sports bars are looking for that sense of community and connection with others, which 

isn’t available from the comfort of one’s couch.  

 Using this community of camaraderie is to the advantage of all of these fans. As I found 

with my interview with Robert Stevenson, this community of strangers offered something totally 

unexpected. Coming to sports bars was a regular ordeal for Mr. Stevenson, so talking to a 

stranger sitting next to him while watching a sporting event was part of a normal interaction. 

However, this particular instance was one that had a strange twist. As Robert was talking to the 

man next to him, they got on to the topic of the restaurants owners, who are all apart of a band, 

called Wreckless Endeavor. Apparently this man, named Jim, was their manager for a while and 

knew Robert’s nephew, who is the lead singer. As they continued the conversation, Robert 

mentioned to me that Jim was once a police officer in the town of Altoona. Ironically, Robert 

also has cousins in Altoona and Jim knew them fairly well. Robert says, “I asked him if he knew 

Chuck and Suzette (Robert’s cousins) and he said he did. I just couldn’t believe it, it just made 

me laugh” (Stevenson). Robert then said he told Jim about himself by saying he is a realtor and 

used the opportunity to extend his business network by handing him one of his business cards. In 

just this one conversation, these two people found so much in common about their completely 

separate lives. Some would say that this type of extending interest in someone, and getting to 

know them is an attempt to expand their “network.” Networking is a key part in every profession 

and is useful always. According to Jamie Marsh-Finco here at the Business school at UW-

Madison, networking is “The cultivation of productive relationships for employment, business 

and personal reasons” (Marsh-Finco). Using the opportunity in the community of a sporting 
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event, Robert crossed lines and tried to advance his business career. He agrees about always 

using any opportunity to branch out and meet new people, “I carry my business cards with me 

everywhere, I have them in my wallet. You never know when someone is looking or a house or 

selling their own, and I want to be the one who sells it for them” (Stevenson). The community 

that Robert was apart of at the time was the only loop to this unique story. If it weren’t for the 

welcoming environment and sports community, Robert would have been sitting at home 

watching the game from his couch. Clearly, his choice made a difference.  

 As I opened the door to the restaurant and walked out of the craziness and started down 

the worn cement path home, I never would have thought that a sports restaurant could carry such 

a meaningful thing. Going in to the crazy environment, I expected to be confronted with a bunch 

of drunken crazy adults who were full of anger and bitterness, and didn’t are about anyone 

around them. However, what I surprisingly found was something much more compelling. The 

environment of this restaurant was full of community and camaraderie: people coming together 

in support of one another and of their respective teams, all in for a good time. So as I continue on 

my journey of life, I will continue to appreciate the community of Buffalo Wild Wings Sports 

Bar & Grill, and take advantage of every opportunity I have to get to know a stranger because 

who knows what kind of opportunities that community could bring.  
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